
Creative Coding 
with P5.js



What is P5.js?

Sound

Animation

Animation 2

Interactivity

Typography/Image

Games

https://editor.p5js.org/mbnelson86/sketches/fJ6qLO-Dm
https://editor.p5js.org/generative-design/sketches/P_2_2_4_01
https://editor.p5js.org/generative-design/sketches/M_1_5_03
https://editor.p5js.org/generative-design/sketches/P_2_1_1_04
https://editor.p5js.org/generative-design/sketches/P_4_3_2_01
https://p5play.org/demos/?file=pong.js


These instructions are 
only carried out ONCE, at 
the start

These instructions 
carried out repeatedly



Try it Yourself

Don’t forget the semi-colons!



RGB Color!

Background (0,0,0); = black

RED

GREEN

BLUE

Play around with the numbers 
to make new colors in the P5 
editor

- What combination makes 
purple?

- What about pink?
- Try making yellow?



Making Shapes

To create a shape, you must follow a specific formula in P5 which includes, 
X/Y coordinates as well as width and height. 

Such as: 

ellipse (150,150, 150);







Add a Shape 





Color & Stroke

Add color and a stroke 
to your shape!



Order of Shapes

Emoji P5 Sketch

When coding in P5 
shapes load from the 
bottom up

https://editor.p5js.org/vvmiller/sketches/Td1AgQDKI


Code an Emoji!

Using P5 - code an Emoji if your choosing. 

    
😀🙂🙃🙁😐😮😦



P5 Emojis

P5 Link

https://editor.p5js.org/vvmiller/sketches/Td1AgQDKI


P5 Day 2
What did we learn last week?

Terms?

Rules?

What was challenging?



Comments & Capitals

What is a comment in coding?

//it allows us to leave instructions or notes for reference and always 
looks like this - gray with to back slashes. 

To comment out a line - hit command & / at the same time → try it!

It can act as a tool to help you debug your sketch quickly

Capital letters are always crucial to coding and can stop your sketch 
from working.  A code of line starts off as lowercase but when we need 
to combine 2 works - we use a capital letter → createCanvas



Finishing Emojis

Take 5-10 minutes to finish coding your Emoji Designs 

    
😀🙂🙃🙁😐😮
😦
P5 Link

https://editor.p5js.org/vvmiller/sketches/Td1AgQDKI


Chasing Shapes

Now that we have some experience making shapes, let’s try to 
create simple objects in P5.

Let’s make a triangle! 

triangle (x1,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3);

How can you make it look like an ice cream cone?



Triangles

x1,y1

x3,y3

x2,y2



Coding an Ice Cream Cone

Now try to code an ice cream come with 2 scoops of ice cream! Create a 
name for your sketch and save as you get started! We will use this code 
again soon.



Coding an Ice Cream Cone

Link to code
Link to code

Link to code

https://editor.p5js.org/vvmiller/sketches/nzXTmwLT1
https://editor.p5js.org/vvmiller/sketches/nzXTmwLT1
https://editor.p5js.org/vvmiller/sketches/RGDtlEsf4


P5 Day 3

What did we learn last week?

Terms?

Rules?

What was challenging?



mouseX & mouseY

When we create shapes in P5, we require X,Y coordinates to plan where we 
want our shape to be located on the grid. 

What do you think will happen if we use this for our ellipse?

ellipse (mouseX, mouseY, 50);



mouseX & mouseY

What happens when you 
move the background 
into draw?

Link to code

https://editor.p5js.org/vvmiller/sketches/nzXTmwLT1


random()
random () is a 
variable that can 
alter your visual 
coding outcomes 
including size & 
color



Functions are always have this 
formula 

Name of function () {
}

What else do you see in the 
P5 editor that’s a function?

What is a Function?

A function is a set of 
statements that 
perform a task just 
like a recipe!

https://p5js.org/reference/#/p5/function


Creating a Function

Open up your Ice Cream sketch so we can use it create your first function. 

function iceCream () {

Place your code in between the curly brackets.

}



Executing Your Function

Place the function name in 
your draw loop

Your iceCream function 
goes below the draw loop

Link to code

https://editor.p5js.org/vvmiller/sketches/uCGEDgaWx


Duplicating Functions

We can use our function more than once in the draw loop!



P5 Day 4

What did we learn last week?

Terms?

Rules?

What was challenging?



Coding Charades

Today we’re going to play a game 
using code! You will each take a slip 
of paper out of a box and will have to 
code that prompt in 20 minutes. 

You will then drop a screenshot of 
your coded design in the folder in 
Google Classroom so we can guess 
each other’s prompts! 





P5 Day 5

What did we learn last week?

Terms?

Rules?

What was challenging?



Loops


